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Seether - Yeah
Tom: C
Intro: B  F  Ab  F (2x)
       B  F  Gb

Dm      F                 C
I can't remember a better day
A one without giving up
Dm            F                       C
The shine has worn off the things you say
It's just not good enough
Dm        F                  C
I need to take this back and slow it down
Shine your crown
Dm      F                  C
I can't pretend I feel the same
My skin's not thick enough

Bb                    Dm
There's no comfort in song
Bb
I find it hard to believe

Dm              F
Don't go gently into the good night
   C
But keep on fighting as the light dies
Dm               F
A wise man knows that the dark's bright
         C
But we'll keep on coming
Keep on coming on
Dm              F
The sun will tell you that it's all right
   C
The sun is burning in a dead sky
Dm                          F
But you can't keep living in a broke mind
  C
So keep on running
Keep on coming on

( B  F  Ab )

Dm      F                 C
There is nothing you can say
To bring me running back
Dm         F                 C
My mind is reeling but it's okay
The storm is pushing back
Dm      F              C
Another open mouth to cut me down
And let me drown
Dm      F                 C
I can't remember a better day
But I'm not coming back

Bb                    Dm
There's no comfort in song

Bb
I find it hard to believe

Dm              F
Don't go gently into the good night
   C
But keep on fighting as the light dies
Dm               F
A wise man knows that the dark's bright
         C
But we'll keep on coming
Keep on coming on
Dm              F
The sun will tell you that it's all right
   C
The sun is burning in a dead sky
Dm                          F
But you can't keep living in a broke mind
  C
So keep on running
Keep on coming on
( B  F  Ab  F )  (3x)

( B  F  Ab  Bb )

Em              G
Don't go gently into the good night
   D
But keep on fighting as the light dies
Em               G
A wise man knows that the dark's bright
         D
But we'll keep on coming
Keep on coming on
Em              G
The sun will tell you that it's all right
   D
The sun is burning in a dead sky
Em                          G
But you can't keep living in a broke mind
  D
So keep on running
Keep on coming on

( Bb  F ) (2x)

 Bb    C
Keep on coming
Keep on coming on

Dm              F
The sun will tell you that it's all right
   C
The sun is burning in a dead sky
Dm                          F
But you can't keep living in a broke mind
  C
So keep on running
Keep on coming on
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